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1.1

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The objective of this unit is to understand the concept of editorial structure of
newspaper, magazine, and news agencies. This chapter also explains the editorial
hierarchy and job of various functionaries. The objective of this unit is to understand
the functions of news desk and various aspects checked by the editor with regard to
copies.
1.2

INTRODUCTION

A newspaper office has three structural parts-editorial, works and establishment. The
editorial side consists of two wingsviews and news, the views wing coming
directly under the editor and the news
wing under the bureau chief and the news
editor. The works includes composing,
processing and printing, and the overall
control is in the- hands of a works
manager. In the establishment there are
departments
like
circulation,
advertisement, accounts, office and
security, all working under respective
departmental heads. This structural
organization is the general pattern but in big offices there may exist different
arrangements and that, too, in matters of detail. Technological thrust and modem
management are mainly two areas where practices vary.
The editorial branch prepares the newspaper for publication while the works are
responsible for printing. The establishment is principally the business office handling
money through sales and advertising and keeping accounts. This apart, the
administration is also run by it. Yet main concerns are space selling which is advertising
and paper selling which is circulation. In the views wing, commonly known as the
editorial department, the editor and is men work. The editor is the leader under whose
guidance assistant editors write comments. A newspaper airs its opinions on current
affairs. Assistant editors also handle by lined articles and middles on ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
topics and publish letters to the editor and special features.
The news wing having two sections – reporting room and news desk - two men at the
top. One of them is the chief of news bureau under whom the chief reporter and his
crew work and the other is the news editor under who work the chief sub-editor and
sub-editors. In the news side come photographers and proof- readers, their heads being
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answerable to the news editor. Some feature editors as well seek guidance from him.
Yet the business editor, sports editor and the film editor may be ranked as assistance
editors accountable to the captain of the team, the editor. Likewise, columnists are
assistant editors, so are cartoonists.
Small newspapers have fewer posts and men. And practices vary. It all depends on
individual newspaper earnings. Higher-ups in the classification can afford larger staffs
but smaller establishments look for economy. For example a big newspaper can have
one picture editor for handling visuals while in a small daily it is the news editor who
does the function. And feature editors in a small paper may be on a par with chief subs;
or the paying them a little extra money; similarly, a news editor may be in charge of
the reporting room in addition to his normal work in the desk, and in that case the chief
reporter, in the absence of a bureau chief, takes his advice an planning though not in
routine matters.
1.3

THE EDITOR AND HIS MEN

Every day the editors name come in print along with that of the publisher. It is the
imprint line, appearing usually at the bottom of the last page. This practice makes the
editor responsible for anything that comes in the newspaper. Whenever any legal wrong
is done, he is summoned to court. Sometimes he pays a heavy price for his failing or
for anybody else’s. He is ever on the alert. Being the captain of the editorial team the
editors keeps track of all developments, whether news or views. He must be a
knowledgeable person, knowing full well men and matters around, since he is to guide
his crew in getting comments written or new & possibilities explored. He depends on
assistant editors for opinion pieces and on newsroom chiefs for news coverage. He
holds conference with his men everyday for ideas.
Some editors are keen on holding two
conferences during the day, one with
his assistant editors and feature editors
in the morning, and another with the
bureau chief, chief reporter, chief
photographer and the news editor.
Some others hold only one conference
which is attended by editorial writers
and newsroom planners. At the
conference
the
editor
invites
suggestions and gives advice. There may crop up an important economic issue. If he
desires a comment on it he will ask an assistant editor conversant with the matter to
write. But, in general cases, he looks for political write-ups. Politics is so
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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overwhelming. Occasionally, he goes for a lighter para on a ‘soft’ topic with a punch.
Some modern newspapers are making only one editorial, be it political or economic.
But there are still some conservative dailies which stick to three every day. In this case
the first editorial at the top is the leader whiten on more topic of the day. The second
comment is lesser weight. But the third piece is generally light reading.
Views contents-editorial, after edits, middles and letters are assembled on the left of
the centre spread page. The opened page is a news page. An assistant editor may direct
page-making. Usually the edit page is self-contained with no turns to any other page,
but there may appear a ‘to be concluded’ line at the end of an after-edit if it is long and
cannot be taken in one installment. Columns come on regular days in a week. The
assistant editor in charge of the page gets all the materials ready much earlier.
Sometimes the edit page is released late to carry a bite editorial on a developing story
written at the last hour. Rarely does on editorial come on a developing story written at
the last hour. Rarely does on editorial come on the front page. It comes only when an
emergency write-up for front page use. In such a case edit page already in type is not
disturbed.
At the conference the editor holds with newsroom high-ups a quick post-mortem of
the morning edition is made. Any success or failure taken note of. Discussions are held
on the day’s news schedules and the extent and manner of coverage. News ideas are
placed by the bureau chief and the news editor. The editor, too, has his own ideas. He
exchanges notes with his asides. Picture possibilities are explored. Special features are
time copies get the clearance. Once in a while, may be a month, the editor holds a
broad based conference to make an advance planning for circulation and advertisement
drives. Besides editorial bosses, the circulation manager, the advertisement manager,
and the works manager attend it. They all talk about the editorial support to programs.
As part of the management the editor is instrumental in laying down the policy of a
newspaper. He represents the conscience so vital for an orderly housekeeping. His
intellectual honesty pays. A man of high integrity as he is, is always looks for
credibility, which alone can help to build the personality of a paper.
The editor works under pressures. Pressures may come from proprietors, colleagues,
advertisers, readers, officials, politicians. If he wants to go by the book, never relating
to bullies, never making honorable adjustments, he will break or may have to quit.
Modern editors, excepting a handful few arrogant, try to avoid embarrassing situations.
He knows newspaper production is not a one-man's job. It will be his folly if he forgets
that the teamwork is behind a publication.
In a democracy like India an editor can effort to bean upholder of editorial
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independence. Freedom of the pen is constitutionally guaranteed, but it does not mean
he will be rash.
1.4

EDITORIAL STRUCTURE OF DIFFERENT NEWS
ORGANIZATIONS

The editorial structure of news organizations differ due to the basic technological
differences of medium i.e. the Newspaper and Magazines fall under the Print Media
and have a similar editing set up dealing in largely in written text and still photographs.
The Radio and Television are electronic media where the audio clips and video footage
are edited and put to broadcast able packages. The News Agencies too have diversified
their editorial function and set up in recent times as they collect and disseminate
information in various forms.
1.4.1 Editorial Structure of a Newspaper/ Magazine
The key to success of
every magazine is the
working
relationship
between
its
key
employees, and those are
editor in chief and art
director. However the role
of designer is also vital
because
organizational
and presentation skills are
important to deliver the
final product, that has to
look good, sometimes under tight deadlines and tight budgets. Depending on the size
of the team and the budget that is set for the publication, the individual roles may vary.
1.4.2 Editor in Chief
He or she is the key figure in every publication. Editor in chief has to be a person with
great vision, because his vision and decisions are crucial for the success of the
publication. Editor in chief has to be a person with many skills. First of all it has to be
a great journalist. After that he has to be a great leader, because his team has to follow
him on a tough and uncertain path. In today’s market when magazines are closing
down on a daily basis editor in chief’s responsibility is even greater. Editor in chief
has to be in constant contact with an art director or creative director or design director,
whatever title main designer in the publication has. Their collaboration is vital. They
have to work together to envision how the publication is going to look and feel and
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what tone and style will it present to its readers. Editor in chief also works closely with
other key figures in the team. He has to be in constant touch with production manager,
chief copy editor, picture editor, department editors (such as; beauty editor, fashion
editor, lifestyle editor…). These key figures in the editorial team have to work together
so that the process of publication production runs smooth and with no delays. They
can and should have editorial meetings at least once a week if it’s monthly publication
and sometimes more than once a week if it’s weekly publication. Each person in this
team knows its responsibilities and has its own role in publication creation..
Editor in chief is the one that has to oversee them. Sometimes it is much work so editor
in chief has a deputy or assistant. The role of the editor in chief is the most important
one and crucial for the success of the publication. The other person whose role is also
crucial is an art director.
1.4.3 Art Director / Creative Director / Art Editor / Design Director
As you can see key creative person in the publications team can have many titles, but
however you call it, its line of work is
the same, although the title of art
director is the most common one. Art
director
is
responsible
for
organization and commission of all
the art work that will be included in
the publication. He has to deal with
its own team of designers, he has to
outsource
photographers,
commission images with picture
editor, outsource illustrations if
needed basically he is responsible for all the creative aspects of the job. His instructions
to its designers, photographers and illustrators are vital. He has to give clear
instructions to its design team.
Some designer oversees every aspect of the design process and some give more
freedom to their team. It all depends who is on the team. Art director generally has one
deputy and he will work most of the time with him. Art director is responsible how the
magazine is going to look like. The success of the publication also depends on the
design. So many times good journalism and good publications were ruined because of
poor design.
1.4.4 Designers
Their role is to design the publication under art director’s supervision and according
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to its instructions. Designers work closely with art director and their level of
involvement and autonomy in designing material is determined by several factors.
The key factor is how much freedom
their art director will give them,
because some art directors like to
oversee every detail of the
publication design while others are
happy to delegate work and check it
once the pages are laid out. Senior
designers have more freedom than
the junior designers.
The number of pages and the time frame of publication determine the number of
designers. When the time frame is short the designers will have more responsibilities
and more freedom in their work.

1.4.5 Picture Editor
Usually responsible for the commissioning of the
imagery, negotiating prices for the images from
the stock sites, commissioning photographers,
works closely with art director and ensures that
the quality of the photographic material
throughout the publication is on high level.
1.4.6 Copy Editor
This kind of editor is responsible for acquiring
text articles from the outsourced writers, also is
responsible for the quality of those texts. Copy
editor is writing all the display copy like headlines
and kickers.

1.4.7 Proof Readers
Their role is to check all the text materials for
correct grammar and spelling. Proofreaders also cut
excess copy. They work closely with a copy editor.
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1.4.8 Production

Manager

This is the person that oversees the
physical compilation of all the materials
by setting a production schedule and
makes sure that everyone sticks to it. He
is responsible for the communication
with the printing-house; he is setting the
deadlines for the commission of the text
copy, imagery, design, editing deadlines
and so on.
1.4.9 Department Editors
Each publication has different departments; such as if you are working in fashion
magazine then editorial team will have fashion editor and beauty editor. These persons
are responsible for their departments (sections) of the publication.
They are responsible for acquiring and writing text copy, acquiring product images for
their departments and they work closely with editor in chief, art director and
production manager.
1.5

EDITORIAL DESK

Let us know the different aspects checked by the desk with regards to the
copies
1.5.1 News Value and Composition
It is extremely important for a report which comes out in the newspaper to be important
and relevant to the public and the society.
The desk should ensure that the importance or the news value of the items should be
properly reflected in the composition of the report. For this purpose proper headlining
and lead is very important.
1.5.2 Language
A newspaper is essentially a mass media. It caters to a common man at the same time
it should not be obscene or vulgar and should maintain the norms of social acceptance.
Therefore, a newspaper should have a language which is easily understandable,
grammatically correct but not cheap. The desk has a vital role to play to maintain the
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standard of language of a newspaper.
1.5.3 Legal Consideration
A newspaper is a business entity and also a public entity bound by the law of the land.
It has to follow certain rules and regulations in terms of what it can publish and what
it cannot. For example, there is a law of
sedition which prevents a newspaper to
publish anything against national interest.
Then there is official secrets act which
prevents the newspaper to divulge any
information pertaining to national security.
There is also the law of contempt of a court
where by a journalist cannot pass a
comment on a case which is sub-judice.
These are the legal considerations which are
taken care by the desk because the violation of the law in any content published in the
newspaper will land it in trouble.

1.5.4 Ethical Considerations
Since a newspaper is a fourth estate of democracy it has the moral responsibility of
being ethical in its own behavior and practice. The ethics are directly related to the
prevailing social norms and the
newspaper should be sensitive about
it just for the sake of cheap
popularity or sale it cannot resort to
populist measures like publishing
vulgar and erotic photographs,
baseless speculative stories or
spreading
rumors
or
sensationalizing an issue beyond
truth. It should be fair and objective.
The desk acts as the internal check for the ethical violation by the newspaper Apart
from the above post reporting activities the desk also has certain routine activities likePage layout and designing- the pages of the daily newspapers, weekly supplements and
magazines are setup according to their frequency in the desk using page designing
software. The news items are placed in the different pages already earmarked on the
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basis of their importance. The photos are also edited and designed.
Copy tasting and copy selections- everyday huge numbers of news, features,
photographs arrives at the desk from the different news agencies, features indicates
and photo agencies to which the newspapers subscribes. The work of the desk is to
read these copies, measure there news values and select the relatively important items
for publishing in the newspaper. This process is known as copy tasting and copy
selection.
1.6 SHIFT ANDEDITION
The news desk in Indian press works in three shifts. One shift runs for seven hours,
including an hour of recess, though the night shift is for shorter duration. Generally the
morning shift starts around 9 and continuous till finish. The afternoon desk usually is
manned by more sub-editors than in the morning or night shift. The bulk of news
stories come within this 3pm – 9pm period, requiring a good many hands to cope with
the flow. Each desk person gets a day off in a week and a day’s recess extra after the
night week.
The system is different in Britain where one
desk shift works, either during the day or at
night, and brings out one newspaper. The day
shift publishes the eveninger while the night
shift produces the morninger. These are two
separate shifts, each supervised by one chief
sub. The chiefs are independent of each other,
being separately responsible for bringing out
editions for their papers. The morninger has
several editions, so has the eveninger.
But in India three shifts together are responsible for editionising. The editions of Indian
dailies are called ‘dak’ or ‘muffasil’ editions. ‘Dak’ issues circulate in outlying regions
or faraway states while ‘muffasil’ issues move into distant rural issues move into
distant rural areas. The edition meant for circulation in and around the place of
publication is known as ‘town’ or ‘city’ or ‘late city’ edition. We have to read the
newspapers today tend to be one-edition papers and not multi-edition papers in the
past. This is a new development and has been due to;
 publication of a number of newspapers in different neighbouring state capitals
as also in various towns in hinterland areas;
 ever rising cost of newsprint and other inputs;
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higher charges for transport of editions to ‘dak’ and ‘muffasil’ areas; and More
emphasis on local news coverage’s and intensive circulation. These factors
signal an attitudinal change that puts a brake on peripheral extension of
business. It is now the accountant’s decision to keep the circulation within
limits.

1.7 INTEGRATED NEWSROOM
News room is the most important section or unit in the editorial department of a
newspaper. It is, in fact, a place essential to all news organizations be at a newspaper,
radio news channel or TV news channel. It is the central point of all news related
activities, reporting as well as editing.
News room is a place where news report pour in from different sources-newspapers
own reporters and correspondents, news agencies and other sources. These reports are
sorted, complied, selected, edited and prepared for end use. The end use differs in
different media. In newspapers news reports are prepared for placement on different
pages, in radio and TV reports are produced as per requirement of various news
bulletins. News room is regarded as the custodian of the newspaper policy. It is here
that the news items are screened and processed on the basis of their relevance to the
papers policy. News selection and news testing is a difficult job which demands lot of
news sense on the part of the editing staff.
1.8 NEWS ROOM SET-UP
News room is the backbone of a news organization. It
remains functional for most of the time in a day. In a
newspaper, news room working starts at around 9 a.m.
and it is over around 2 a.m. In radio and T.V. news
channels, news room remains functional round-the-clock
as lights are never switched off.
The head of the news room is the news editor and under him/her are deputy news
editors. Below them are the chief sub-editors called slot men in the USA, and at the
bottom of the news room hierarchy are the sub-editors, known as copy editors or rim
men.
News room comprises several separate desks for general news, local news, sports
news, business news etc. every newspaper differs in the number and the functioning
of its desks. Generally, sports and commerce desks are separate. Some newspapers
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also have separate local and district desks. English newspaper even have international
desk.
The size of the desk depends on the size of the newspaper in general and the number
of pages in that particular section. In a newspaper that carries four pages on sports,
there should be five to six persons on the sports desk-one chief sub, two senior subs
and two to three sub-editors. If the number of sport pages is only two, there is no need
of having more than three persons on the sports desk. A desk is responsible for the
selection of news items from the bulk of stories received from news agencies and own
correspondents. The selected items are then edited, headlined and placed on the page
as per the layout. The editorial staff on the desk is responsible for the layout and
makeup of the pages under them. It must be noted that work on a desk does not actually
start with the selection of stories. The chief sub-editor in-charge of the desk has also
to think from where and how to acquire news stories. News agencies, no doubt, are the
major supplier of news to a newspaper but that might not serve the purpose on a
particular desk. For this reason, every newspaper tries to develop its own networking
of reporting.
It may be reminded that the newspaper gets news reports from the following:
 News bureau in the national capital
 News bureau in the state capital
 City reporting room at the place of publication
 Reporting offices/bureaus at the district head quarters
 Stringers at the cities/towns
 Correspondents abroad
While the general news desk depends on all the above sources, international desk
depends on the correspondents abroad in addition to news bureau. District news
channel solely depends on the reporting offices/bureaus in the district or on the
stringers. Local news desk depends on the city reporting room for getting stories to be
placed on the local pages. Sports and business news desks hardly depend on the above
mentioned sources. In most of the newspapers correspondents with relevant
specialization (sports or business) are posted on the desk itself. Thus, correspondents
form a team with chief sub-editor, senior sub and sub on a desk. While local sports
events or business activities are covered by the correspondents, other national or
international stories are taken from the news agencies. For photo coverage, the entire
desk depends on the staff photographers at the newspaper. Some photographers can
also be sent by bureaus or district offices. However, one major source of photographers
is the photo service of the news agencies.
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1.9 NEWS ROOM FUNCTIONS
News room is the centre of activities in a newspaper organization. Newsroom activities
are determined by the activities outside (happenings in the country and abroad) as well
as inside (the pressure of work and that of deadlines). All the time news reports are
received or acquired, received reports are collected and compiled, sorted and
distributed, tested and valued, selected or rejected, and selected reports are edited and
headlined to be finally placed on the pages.
News room functions are diverse and their handling and demands lot of foresight and
efficiency on the part of the editorial staff. News room operations have changed a lot
over the years mainly due to advancement of technology. In the conventional
newsroom, mainly manual functions have been involved whereas in a modern news
room the working is totally computerized.
Here we shall firstly discuss the functions of a conventional news room and thereafter
try to understand the changes brought about by technological innovations in the
modern news room.
1.9.1 Conventional News Room-Functions
News room functions can be broadly divided under six heads:
(a) Receiving/acquiring news reports
(b) Selection of news reports
(c) Editing and headlining of selected items
(d) Composing of edited news items
(e) Proof-reading of composed matter
(f) Lay outing and page-making/pasting
1.9.2 Receiving/Acquiring News Report
News reports are received in a newspaper through two sources- news agencies and
newspapers through two sources-news agencies and newspapers own correspondents.
Normally, a daily subscribes to the services of both the domestic news agencies-press
trust of india(PTI) and the united news of India (UNI) so as to get an extensive
coverage and reduce the risk of missing the stories. Hindi newspapers can subscribe to
Hindi services of these agencies-BHASA (PTI) and VARTA (UNI), and language
newspapers subscribe to language services of these agencies subject to availability.
Newspapers in India are not allowed to subscribe to the services of foreign news
agencies directly and so they have to depend on PTI and UTI. These domestic agencies
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collaborate with foreign news agencies- Reuters, Associated press (AP), United Press
International (UPI), AFP etc., for the exchange of important newsworthy news items.
Most of the newspapers are satisfied with the international news reports provided by
PTI and UNI with the help of their collaboration with foreign agencies. However, big
newspapers depute their correspondents at important locations in the world for getting
some exclusive coverage.
PTI and UNI have their special services as well and newspapers are free to avail those
services. For instances, UNI has a financial service UNIFIN which is of great use to
newspapers giving more importance to business coverage. Agency services are also
categorized depending on the area (national, international, sports, business etc.)
covered and the extent or quality of coverage. For instance hindi newspaper with no
page on international news can choose a category where less number of international
news are provided, and a English newspaper having two pages on international news
can opt for a category where more and varied news items are supplied. It may be noted
that news agencies quote different rate for different category of services.
Beside these agencies, newspapers own correspondents are also a big source of news.
A newspaper needs to have its own fleet of correspondents for two reasons, one to
ensure originality and exclusivity in its printing, two to make sure an extensive
coverage of areas where the newspaper is largely circulated. The correspondent,
reports and stringers are posted in bureau, city reporting room, and all such cities,
towns, villages which fall under the circulation area of the newspaper. There are some
other sources like the PROs of public and private sector organizations. On many
occasions even the common people could be an important source. The major source of
news emanates from teleprinters installed by the news agencies either in the newsroom
is flooded with hundreds of agency copies every hour.
The news reports of correspondents also inundate the news room. The correspondents
send their reports in three ways:
(A) The reporters posted at the newspaper office/place of publication file their
stories after typing on the typewriters installed in the news room or the city
reporting room. These stories are directly submitted in the newsroom by the
reporters concerned.
(B) The teleprinters are installed at the bureaus and other reporting units of the
newspaper at outside locations. The correspondents posted at bureaus/units
send their copies through these printers and the copies are received at the
teleprinters installed at the newspaper headquarter.
(C) The outstation correspondents posted at locations where no teleprinters have
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been installed can send their stories through telegrams. The post and telegraph
department provides a special service for this purpose. The newspaper
concerned has to apply to the telegraph department for availing this service
following which the department will issue a telegraphic authority in favour of
the correspondent.
A correspondent equipped with a telegraphic authority can send a news item from any
telegraph office on a priority basis without any payment. The payment is subsidized
and is made by the newspaper to the telegraph department on an annual basis. Thus,
the news item is received in the newspaper office in the form of a telegram. No doubt
the correspondents need to keep such stories short. These stories may take some time
in researching the newsroom.
All the news items land on the table of the news editor who is in-charge of the
newsroom. Some newspapers have a system where the news items are first reaching
the table of the chief sub-editor in-charge of the general desk who will subsequently
send the important news items to the news editor for his/her perusal and necessary
instructions.
In some other newspapers, the deputy news editor may be fist handling the news items
though the newsroom is at the receiving end, it is not a passive section or unit. If the
news editor or the chief sub-editor in-charge on a particular desk does not feel satisfied
with whatever reports have been received, he or she can always give necessary
instructions to the correspondents concerned for filling revised or new stories. The
news editor is authorized and responsible for arranging or acquiring stories which he/
she feels must be there.
1.10 SECTION OF NEWS REPORTS
Hundreds of news stories are received in the news room of a newspaper every day.
The agency news items received through teleprinters are normally taken out from the
machine and collected by some class IV employee posted in the newsroom. He/she
tears the pages /takes from the paper roll installed in the teleprinter and will submit all
the copies to the sub-editor in-charge of the general desk. The chief sub-editor will
arrange the copies by putting the related takes together and arranging or keeping all
the copies in proper order.
The chief sub-editor in-charge of the general desk also does the job by sorting. He/she
has five or six baskets on his/her table and during sorting will keep the sports items in
the sports basket, business items in the business basket and so on. The concerned news
items sports, business etc., are submitted to the respective desks. The most important
news items of the day-national, international, sports, business etc., are submitted to the
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news editor who will then decide the treatment to be given to those items.
The news value of each and every news item needs to be ascertained. The job is
performed by the chief sub-editor in-charges of different desks under the supervision
and instructions of the news editor. The in-charge and general desk will evaluate the
national and international items particularly those which could be displayed on the
front page and the continued page, the in charge of the sports desk will decide the news
value of the sports items and the in charge of the business desk will weigh the news
items on the business desk. However, the news value must be ascertained in close
coordination with the news editor. The chief subs must consult the news editor and
seek his/her guidance at all levels. The news editor is also supposed to give necessary
instructions to chief subs with regarding to testing the news value of news items are
either selected or rejected. The news editor plays a key role in the selection of news
items. Besides news value, the other factor which plays an important role in the
selection of news items include the editorial policy of the newspaper and the space
availability on the concerned page/pages.
1.10.1 Editing of Selected Items
Selected stories are edited on specific desks by the editorial staff posted there. The
chief sub-editor in-charge either edits the copy himself/herself or assigns the editing
job to his/her fellow senior sub-editor or sub-editor. Mostly editing is done in a
coordinated manner where the chief sub is editing some copies and getting other copies
edited by his/her junior colleagues.
1.10.2 Composing of Edited News Items
The edited stories are sent to the composing room for composing. Composing room is
a place where news items are typeset by the compositors in the format used in that
newspaper. Afew decades ago, typesetting was being done manually with the help of
metal types. The hand setting was replaced by mechanical devices of monotype and
linotype. In huge monotype and linotype machines, the hot metal was being cast to
give shape to letters.
1.10.3 Proof-Reading of Composed Matters

In the proof-reading section, the proof-readers read the typed matter on the printout
and mark the desirable corrections. The main job of the proof-reader is to detect the
mistakes committed by the DTP operator during typing, and for this he/she has to tally
the typed matter with the original copy.
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1.10.4 Layout and Page-Making/Pasting

The proof-read copy is sent back to the composing room/DTP room for corrections.
After carrying out necessary corrections, the DTP operator will again take a printout
which is then sent to the concerned desk.
If so warranted, the chief sub-editor in-charge of the desk will show the final printout
to the news coordinator who may further show it to the editor. However, for routine
stories this is not done.

1.11 MODERN NEWS ROOM
The introduction of computer has changed the shape and working of news room. All
manual operations have become mechanical which has brought substantial
improvement in its functioning. The working has become smooth and fast and a quality
change is noticed at every stage in the news room. The modern news room is paperless
as no hard copies are used. Right from receiving news reporters to selection and editing
of copies, everything is done on the computer. Since no hard copies are used, the
question of composing of news items does not arise. No composing means no proofreading. And when there are no hard copies, the pasting of page cannot take place. It
is not even required as pages can be made on computer itself. Computer with internet
has brought ‘on-line’ working to the modern news room. Now, no teleprinters are
required for sending or receiving news reports neither between the bureau and the
newsroom nor between a news agency and the news room. Within the news room also,
no copies are to be given or taken either between the news editor and the chief subeditor or between the chief sub and the sub-editor.
Here is an attempt to understand the working of modern news room in comparison to
conventional news room.
1.11.1 Receiving News Reports

Today no underground cables are laid between the news agency office and the news
room of a newspaper, since no teleprinters need to be installed. At present, news
agencies make their services available directly on the internet and sitting in the news
room you can always get an access to news reports if your newspaper has subscribed
to the agency service.
There correspondents posted abroad or those in the bureau can send their reports to the
news room you can always get an access to news reports if your newspaper has
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subscribed to the agency service. The correspondents posted abroad or those in the
bureau can send their reports to the news room with the help of the net. The reporters
sitting in the city reporting room also file their reports directly on the computer
terminal from where the reports can be picked by the local news desk for editing.
1.11.2 Section of News Reports

The classification of news items is taken up by the news agencies themselves and
hence the task becomes easy in the news room. The sub-editors on a desk need not
bother where to find news of their requirements. It is too easy to select the news items
for the kitty of news agencies. The selected items are marked and downloaded to the
file of the concerned desk. If this job is being done by the sub-editor, the chief-sub can
easily monitor and supervise it.
1.11.3 Editing of Selected Items

Editing of selected items is done on-line in a modern news room. This means that
editing takes place on the computer terminal itself and there is no need of taking a
printout and thereafter editing the copy by pen. Editing is convenient on the computer
as errors can easily be detected and spell check is available to the help of the sub-editor
the edited copy is headlined by the sub-editor concerned. Composing and proofreading of news items. No composing of news items takes place in a modern news
room as already a soft copy is available. This has made the composing room or the
DTP section redundant in the news room. Since, no composing is taking place, proofreading becomes out of question. Thus, proof-reading becomes out of question. Thus,
proof reading section has been done away in a modern news room.
1.11.4 Layout and Page-Making

The computer terminals installed in the modern news room are equipped with DTP
software which could help in layouting and page-making. Earlier, the news papers
were using the page-maker software but most of the newspapers now switched over to
quark express. Thus, the sub-editor today can easily manage not only with the
layouting but page-making as well.

1.12 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain in detail editorial structure of news organization?
Explain the different aspects checked by the desk with regard to copies.
What are the functions of conventional news room?
Explain the working of modern news room.
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UNIT-2

ROLE OF EDITORS

Unit Structure
2.1
Learning Objectives
2.2
Introduction
2.3
Sub –Editor
2.3.1
Qualities of a Sub-Editor
2.3.2
Role & Responsibility of a Sub-Editor
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16

Chief Sub-Editor
Resident Editor
Executive Editor
Assistant Editor
Magazine Editor
News Coordinator
News Editor
The Editor
Managing Editor
Editor-In-Chief
Group Editor
Leader Writer
Check Your Progress

2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand the role and responsibility of editorial
department of newspaper, magazine, and news agencies. This chapter also explains the
editorial hierarchy and job of various functionaries.
2.2 INTRODUCTION
In Newspaper organisation many personalities contribute their role before the news
goes to the public. In this unit we will discuss about role and responsibility of editorial
staff from bottom to top. A raw news is produced into a finished story in an artistic
way is known as a place i.e. Newspaper and Magazine.
2.3 SUB -EDITOR
Eight to ten sub editors, or more, work in a shift. The number may be less in a small
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newspaper. A British daily may have 20 or 30 hands on the desk. Subs are backstage
workers, working in private away from public view, unlike reporters who move out
and meet people. Sub-editing is both mechanical and creative, mechanical when it is
just copy fixing meaning ticking t’s and dotting I’s and creative when it calls for news
sense, word care and artistry. A sub-editor marks copy by using set techniques which
he learns by habit. Marks are editing marks as adapted from the printer’s marks which
type-setters understands and follow. Marks are not necessary when it is tube-work.
Presswork is highly skilled, and as a sub has to work in press, too, he knows the
mechanics of printing. His knowledge of typography helps so dress up copy, and if he
can keep pace with the changing technological phenomenon he will be in the good
books. But this mechanical accomplishment, too, is flavored with craftsmanship and
artistic finesse. Added to his command of the language, his power to read news
perspectives, his skill to make copy effectively meaningful, and his layout sense to
produce an inviting package. All these indicate the sub’s creative faculty, rich and
enviable. The sub-editor is the checkpoint ever on his toes checking for errors in copy.
He spots all kinds of errors, factual, grammatical, spelling and structural. He finds time
to correct them even though he works fast. He also applies his professional skill to,
revaluing news. No doubt, he follows instructions as he edits, yet he may find the story
he handles is worth more or less than what the chief sub says. He makes suggestions
for a change in the decision. The chief may overrule him or give him the nod.
Furthermore, he is alert about ethics and laws because he is required to prepare a clean
copy for printing.
The sub clarifies copy. Clear editing means working for clarity, which stems from
simplicity. Not only does he condense copy but also construct it for meaning. He adds
background information; he pads a story with explanation. Rewriting is done for news
and communication. Trimming a copy to give it a fine shape is a job he does with
utmost perfection. Cutting is not just hackwork. He saves space by cutting, he gains
space through surgery. He is not a butcher, he is a surgeon. He only takes out surplus
words, he only removes wordy kinks. The news desk is an operation theatre, not a
slaughter house. As one of the desk a sub is allergic to wordiness.
Running or developing news is to be handled through completion, which is a
challenging task for the desk. A senior sub-editor, aided by juniors, can rise to
occasion. By assembling aided facts supplied by various sources on the same news
subject he prepares a composite story and one or two link items. But in doing all this
he sees that facts or words are not repeated. When reports are conflicting, he depends
on the staffer’s version. After completing the editing, he writes the headline. It is the
normal practice. Yet a sub-editor may have the itch for writing a headline before
editing. It is the wrong way. The headline so written may be misleading, even
incorrect.
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In subbing he follows the house style, an in-house guidebook for a standard style, for
consistency. A sub works in press as assigned by his chief to direct page making or to
assist him in the job. He spends time in learning the trade. He has to build good
relations everywhere.
Since computerized editing is working on tube, not on copy, it does not require the sub
to use marks, but the sub must know the mechanism of operating the computer key
board for preparing the edited copy straightway on the screen. If pages are planned on
the computer, he stores the material in its memory bank for future assembly. Checking,
correcting, classifying, condensing, constructing and comparing are performed by a
sub besides head writing and page making. C6+HP=S, that is, subbing denotes six c’s
plus head-writing and page-making. Good text editing wants a sub- editor to be careful
and critical from the start. He cannot afford to be lax and sloppy. His hawk’s eye helps
him get through. Locating errors and eliminating them are done fast. In redoing copy
his education and knowledge stand him in good stead. He tracks down news and
developments for which his interest in men and matters must never sag. He is aware
of his responsibility to people and society and profession. A good sub keeps aside his
personal likes and dislikes. Public wishes and tastes draw his deep attention. A sub is
a fast worker who meets the deadline every moment but cannot be inaccurate. Speed
with accuracy is rewarding. His reading is quick, so his judgment. His built-in
analytical mind helps. His news sense stands to gain and his language power makes
him a perfect practitioner. A strong body with a cool head helps him most to do his
sedentary work. For steadfast work he needs good eyesight and nerves. And a
disciplined behavior coupled with the team spirit is a lovable quality.
Educated though, a sub’s willingness to learn never ceases. There is no last word in
journalism. The person who performs the job of editing in the news room in the true
sense of the term is sub-editor. The functioning in a daily newspaper revolves around
him/her. In view of the nature of his/her job, he/she is silent but expectedly the most
efficient and alert worker in a daily.
The significant position of sub-editor has been described by many known/unknown
scholars and editors in various ways. To look at their expressions:







Sub-editor is ‘backbone of a newspaper’
Sub-editor is called ‘surgeon of news’
Sub-editor is ‘unknown soldier’
Sub-editor is a ‘creative artist’(Mr. R.D. Bloomfield of Daily Express, Britain.)
Sub-editor is a ‘brave person, who is always
remembered’(Rolland E. Woolsey.)
Sub-editor is an ‘unsung hero’.(Stainley Walker)
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2.3.1 Qualities of a sub-editor
1. Command over language: a sub-editor must have a good command over the
language in which he/she is working. He/she must not only be able to express
his/her views in an easy and communicable language but also turn the diffused,
roundabout and grammatical incorrect language of others into direct, simple and
lucid wording without changing its meaning.
2. Self-confidence: a sub-editor must possess enough self-confidence to perform the
job he/she has been assigned. He/she would not hesitate in changing, correcting or
improving bad copies.
3. Decision-making: a good sub-editor must be a good decision-maker. He/she is
required to make selection of news and on occasions even at the eleventh hour.
He/ she also takes decision regarding the positioning of news stories on different
pages.
4. Restrain: a sub-editor must be mature enough to shoulder the responsibility of
editing. He must show restrain while handling sensitive issue.
2.3.2 Role & Responsibility of a Sub-Editor
1. The sub-editor, apart from the chief sub’s initial screening, takes a deeper look into
the news story, evaluates it from many angels, international, national, regional and
local.
2. The sub has also to see if the news he/she is editing is part of a bigger story that is
appearing in the newspaper. He/she must edit it so as to fit into bigger framework.
3. The most important thing in the editing is organizing the structure of the story.
4. The sub-editor is always conscious of the policies and philosophy of his/her
newspaper.
5. Editing involves a deep knowledge of the language in which the paper is
published, of palaces, personalities and politics of the area of publication and a
hundred other sundry things. A sub has to know nearly everyone and everything.
2.4 CHIEF SUB-EDITOR
An Indian newspaper, according to the general pattern, has three chief sub-editors,
each heading a shift and all together contributing to the making of a daily. A chief sub
is a senior desk executive who uses his news sense to examine all copies that come to
the desk during his duty hours. He selects a few of them considered newsworthy and
distributes them to individual sub-editors for editing. He may write his instructions on
copy or tell the sub verbally about what is to be done. After editing, headlines are
written by subs and copies are returned to the desk chief for scrutiny. If an edited copy
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along with-the headline is found satisfactory; the chief sub feeds it into the pipeline to
press for setting and processing. A maintains a copy control sheet in which edited items
are enlisted before they are sent out. The sheet shows serial numbers, key news words,
headline sizes and columns, story lengths, pages and locations, and remarks. He alerts
his successors about any running news. The chief sub often directs page- making or
paste-up going to press himself or may one of his juniors this kind job. Where editing
is fully computerized, edited words after corrections are stored in the memory bank of
the computer and the desk chief keeps a list of the items so stored. Afterwards, during
page making, which is done on the video display terminal, stored to importance. The
chief sub keeps a watch on this processing. Pages have to be released one after another
according to schedule. And it is the page release schedule which is required to be
followed with meticulous care. Each page has a deadline for release. If the deadline is
crossed, the printing schedule will be upset delaying the dispatch of the paper to its
consumers.
Chief sub-editor is in-charge of a news desk. He/she is considered a senior person on
the copy desk and occupies an important position in the news room. The news editor
relies the most on his/her chief sub-editors as they are the people who give the coverage
and presentation of the newspaper the final shape.
The functions of chief sub-editor are discussed likewise.
1. Gate-keeping: the primary and most important task of a chief sub-editor is gatekeeping. He/she is a person who examines every bit of information and decides
what news is really. This calls for great skill and what we call a sixth sense. It
is all known as having nose for news.
2. Selection of news items: primarily, it is the chief sub-editor who is responsible
for the selection of news on a particular desk. All the copies that go to the press
pass through the chief sub-editor, who holds back a lot of material that is
received, because to print all that pours into the news room is impossible.
3. Assigning work to subordinates: chief sub-editor performs the job of editing of
main stories. He/she is assisted in the editing job by the sub-editor s working
on his/ her desk. He/she marks the size of heading, indicates if the story has to
be cut or if some matter has to be added, shows if the news is independent, or
it is a story related to a major story.
4. Monitoring and page-making: the chief sub-editor monitors and supervises the
work on his/her desk. He/she is not only responsible for the selection and
editing of stories but layouting and page-making as well. He/she may take up
the job himself/ herself or instruct any of the senior subs or sub-editors to do
the same.
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The chief sub enters the last page release time in the log book after his night work. He
may write reasons for any delay; he may mention difficulties encountered during the
operation. the news editor will take note of log book entries in the morning next day
and prescribe corrective steps where necessary. The night shift sometimes faces
problems in accommodating important news developments received near the last page
deadline. There are two types of late-night news. One is ‘late news’. Though received
late, it comes just before the deadline is over or the press runs. The other type is ‘stop
press’, which comes after the rotary starts running. The ‘late news’ is accommodated
by making quick changes in the layout of the front page which is normally released
last. But the ‘stop press’ news is taken after the run. Of the press is stopped and by
changing normally the front page plate. A working knowledge of printing mechanics
helps to get the work in press done smoothly. The chief sub avoids going by the book.
Good relations with press people are helpful. A newspaper is stated to be the
handiwork of a chief sub. It is so in Britain. It is not in India. A British chief sub being
at the head of affairs in the desk works freely and produces the newspaper according
to his ideas and plans. He can claim the paper is his baby. But the Indian counterpart
heads a shift only, and is at an opportunity to show off, yet he seldom goes beyond the
layout scheme on dummy. It is a collective enterprise for him. His team spirit stands
him in good stead. Still the front page mirror at times reflects his image.
2.5 RESIDENT EDITOR
Resident editor is a senior editorial person who heads the editorial department in a
particular unit of the newspaper. Take for example, The Hindustan Times, which has
Editor-In-Chief: chaitanya kalbag sitting in the head office at New Delhi and resident
editors in each of its units, including Delhi unit. The name of Arun Roy Chowdhury is
mentioned as Resident Editor in the Delhi edition of The Hindustan Times.
2.6 EXECUTIVE EDITOR
In newspapers where the proprietor decides to become the editor himself or herself, a
professional journalist has to be employed to discharge the functions of editor. This
professional journalist is normally designated as Executive Editor.
2.7 ASSISTANT EDITOR
A newspaper can have one or more than one assistant editor. An assistant editor is next
to the editor in the hierarchy of the editorial department. He/she is a very senior person
who is always ready to take up an assignment given by the editor or the management.
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2.8 MAGAZINE EDITOR
As we have discussed above, magazine editors basic job is to take out Sunday
magazine of the newspaper. He/she decides about the cover story or the main story and
either writes it himself/herself or gets it written by some expert or freelance writer.
He/she takes decision about other articles and features and gets all the material
produced by the deadline.
In the editorial department of a newspaper, there could be too many hierarchies
depending on the size and the nature of the organization. Most of the top positions we
have discussed above, yet we can find some more positions like deputy editor, senior
editor, joint editor, associate editor and so on.
2.9 NEWS COORDINATOR
The post of the news coordinator is mostly found in big newspapers-one the
newspapers which take out many editions from one place, two the newspapers which
publish independent editions from different places.
If a newspaper takes out four or five editions from the same place, it should have two
to three news editors and one chief news editor. Whether or not the newspaper has a
chief news editor, it can always have a news coordinator among different editions of
the newspaper.
2.10 NEWS EDITOR
The news editor is one of the most important persons who plan a daily newspaper. His
role in a newspaper office is supreme. In a daily newspaper, an active and enterprising
news editor is always seen loaded. He/she is an intelligent person who knows how to
give the newspaper a new look. He/she is responsible for a steady and continuous
inflow of news in the news room.
The functions and responsibilities of a news editor can be discussed with the help of
the following points:
1. Selection of news stories: an ideal news editor manages to get all the obvious
stories into his paper with a good proportion of them as exclusives. While the
section of obvious stories is important, greater importance is attached to the
original ones produced by his/her team of correspondents.
2. Managing affairs in news room: the hurry of daily routine makes heavy
demands upon the managerial skills of the news editor and his/her decisions,
especially when time is short, yet there has to be accuracy.
There are certain qualities that the news editor must possess. He/she must have an
infinite amount of patience and a keen interest in varied kind of news. He/she must
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have a good general educational background with a fair amount of historical, political
and economic knowledge. He/she must try to keep himself/herself informed on every
important development in the world. He/she must enjoy reading the newspapers,
weeklies, and the magazines.
The news editors maintain a complete hold on the newsroom. He/she issues necessary
instructions to the chief sub-editors and sub-editors and ensures that his/her decisions
are carried. Besides professional working, he is also responsible for the administrative
functioning of the news room. This includes making weekly duty chart, organizing and
channelizing the work force, pulling up the errant staff and taking disciplinary action
against them in case of need.
The responsibility of enforcing the rules and regulations in the news room lies on the
news editor. The instructions normally come from the editor, sometimes directly from
the management, and the news editor has to ensure that these instructions are honored.
1)

Monitoring and reporting: usually there is an editorial meeting every morning
which is presided over by the editor and is attended by the news editor, chief of
bureau, chief reporter, photo editor and sometimes chief sub-editors.

The news editor has a direct hold on the city or local reporting. He/she must mark the
dairy and assign the reporters the coverage which need to be specially done and not to
be left to news agencies. He/she must allot reporters the news stories which have
cropped up the enquiries which may not produce immediate results but which may be
the preliminary step towards a first class report a few days later. The news editor also
asks the reporters to do follow-up stories whenever he/she finds a possibility.
2)

Coordination with other departments: the news editor maintains a close
cooperation with other departments particularly circulation, advertising and
production.

The news editor, as the head of the news department, is the pivot of news processing
and projecting. For news operation he works in close coordination with the chief of
news bureau or with the chief reporter if there is no bureau chief. In the Indian press,
unlike in Britain and America, the news editors are enough of an executive to make
decisions about coverage. The news editor in Britain is the chief reporter while in
America he is the slot man. At the most the slot man is the chief sub. Even if he is
called the news editor, he is not empowered with decision making. In Britain there is
the sub, enjoying some executive powers. In India the chief sub heads a shift of the
desk and works under the news editor. Without the cooperation of all the sections
working under him the news editor cannot make the grade. He discusses news matters
with desk persons, photographers, proof-readers and feature writers. Desk shifts are
alerted about news schedules; photographers get picture ideas; warnings go to proofreaders against typos; feature writers, including freelancers, are often patronized. In
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doing all this he follows his own ideas, and also such ideas that emerge from news
conferences are respected. Finally, his plans are converted into metal or film.
Not all pages of the newspaper can a news editor plan. For inside pages he leaves the
planning work to the night editor, who is the chief sub on evening duty. The night
editor follows the page arrangement of news organization and the page release
schedule which the news editor decided much earlier or which he had inherited when
he took over. Front page planning is his primary responsibility. He examines major
copies sent out for setting throughout the day and also looks into the running stories
kept on the table for handling by the night shift. He plans the order of top priorities
like the lead, second lead, third lead and the anchor. The rest of the items marked for
page one may be placed in order by the night man. Often news stories considered to
be important come late in the evening. The news editor sometimes anticipates
developments; sometimes news breaks occurs unexpectedly. At any rate, he leaves
instructions to the night editor about what to do and how to do in such cases. Since all
printable matters are routed through the desk the news editor keeps his eyes and ears
open constantly checking the flow of edited words into the printers territory. In keeping
with the conscience of the editor he translates all ideas into printed words. Published
editions mostly bear his stamp. His policing defamatory words or libelous terms from
getting into print. He detects a breach of privilege or a slant. He throws away colored
reports, disguised ads and motivated stuffs. For shaping tomorrows paper well he
works round the clock, keeping track of major developments, fixing priorities and
sketching the layout plans on dummy sheets. His telephone keeps ringing, whether in
office or away home. Even he is roused from his sleep sometimes and his advice is
sought by the office on late-night problems. He maintains a dairy of events for
necessary exploitation and follow-up. He also enters in the dairy the names and
telephone number of important persons for his reference or for special assignments.
He prepares the roster and sanctions leave.
2.11 THE EDITOR
Editor is the professional head of the editorial department but his/her position is not
confined to this department alone. Editor is too big a person in the newspaper set-up
and he/she is regarded as the representative of the newspaper in the outside world.
Thus he/she becomes the first person in the organization.
2.12 MANAGING EDITOR
In any newspaper, the ambition of the proprietor can lead him/her to acquire a position
higher than the editor in the editorial set-up. But the problem occurs how to find a
designation which is more loaded and catchy. In some newspapers, the proprietors
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have found a solution to this problem, as they decide to designate themselves as
managing editors.
However, the position of the managing editor has no legal or official sanctity if we go
by the Press and Registration of Books Act. But it certainly gives the proprietor the
satisfaction of heading the editorial department. This satisfaction reflects only the
mental state of the proprietor as he/she is either incapable or willing of performing the
professional duties of the editorial department.
2.13 EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The editor of a chained publication or multi-edition newspaper is normally designated
as Editor-in-chief or Chief Editor. Editor-in-chief is responsible for all the editorial
matter published in various editions of the newspaper. He/she takes decisions on policy
matters and issues necessary guidelines for the editorial working. There are exceptions
to the above rule. We can find editorial head designated as Chief Editor even in
newspaper which are published from one place only.
Chief Editor is one who leads all the publications of a group or a chain. Perhaps in the
Times Of India Group, Bombay; the chief editor made his first appearance as chief of
all editors of individual publications. The Indian Express is a chain newspaper, the
same paper having several editions published from different places. The chief editor is
at the head of the chain, individual editions being under the charge of resident editors.
The chief editor sits in the headquarters Delhi.
There may be one managing editor or executive editor in a newspaper who comes next
to the editor but is above assistant editors. He is a senior editorial manager responsible
for assisting the editor in the discharge of his overall duties. In India there may be one
or two managing or executive editors but the post is not commonly seen. The Times
of Indi group has executive editors. An assistant editor, as a subordinate to the editor,
as a subordinate to the editor, assists him in writing views pieces, including columns,
and editing after-edits, letters and features. In some newspapers a deputy editor
officiates as editor while his chief is away on leave.
2.14 GROUP EDITOR
Group editor is a designation which we rarely find in newspapers and magazines.
There are media houses which have more than and publications-news interest as well
as non news from one or more than one places and they decide to make an eminent
journalist editorial head of all publications. This editorial head can be designated as
Group Editor. Still there are many newspapers which prefer to designate their editorial
head as editor whether the newspaper is single-edition or multi-edition publication.
We have seen the examples of multi-editions The Indian Express, The Times of India
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and The Hindustan Times where the editorial head is designated as Editor-in-Chief.
2.15 LEADER WRITER
Leader writer is a person who regularly writes leaders (editorials). Besides, he/she may
also write other kind of articles, reviews, analysis and comments for use on the
editorial page as per requirements. In the editorial department of a newspaper, leader
writer enjoys the position of an assistant editor.
2.16 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS:
1. Explain in detail editorial structure of news organization?
2. Describe the functions of various editors in editorial department?
3. What are the qualities of a good sub-editor?
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UNIT-3

CHIEF OF BUREAU, CORRESPONDENTS
(POLITICAL, SPORTS, FOREIGN ETC),
STRINGERS, PHOTOJOURNALISTS

Unit Structure
3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Chief Reporter or Bureau Chief
3.4 Political Correspondents
3.5 Sports Correspondents
3.6 foreign Correspondents
3.7 Stringers
3.8 Photo Journalist
3.9 Check Your Progress
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit the learner would able to understand;
About bureau chief, correspondents, stringers and photo journalist their role in
newspaper, magazine to collect news
3.2 INTRODUCTION
Many people think that the newspaper means only the news reporter or the editor.
Similarly, TV news is all about the reporter or cameraman or anchor.
Though they are very crucial in gathering the news, there are several other persons
who work in processing and presenting the news to the public. In other word, a
newspaper or TV bulletin is a product of group effort. Several team of professionals
work together in all leading media houses to deliver us news. The size of team varies
as per the size and reach of the media.
In order to work properly after the various department and individual responsibility inside
the organization, there are many people who contribute news away from the office,
sometimes they are staff or some specific people to their task. Most of the time they stay
away from the head office and specialized on their field.
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3.3 CHIEF REPORTER& BUREAUCHIEF
Chief Reporters and Bureau Chiefs perform many of the same tasks as members of the
reporters in their team. Like other Reporters, they investigate leads and tips, conduct
interviews, research stories, write and edit news, meet publication or broadcast deadlines,
and report on newsworthy events. However, one of the major responsibilities of a Chief
Reporter or Bureau Chief is to coordinate and assign news coverage to reporters and other
members of the news team. They also serve as administrators, working with editors to set
budgets and fulfil human resources functions related to training, hiring, and managing staff.
In addition to the qualities required for a Reporter as discussed above, the Chief Reporter
and Bureau Chief possess the following qualities:


Calmness: They are never excited or perturbed when major stories break. Their
Calmness helps them in objectively assessing the news and according the priority
it deserves.



Judgment: They are good at quick and right decision making.



Fairness: Their Fairness helps in establishing the credibility of the newspaper.



Quick Grasp: They have the ability to size up the situation as events unfold and the
ability to find the right words to express.



Knowing the Audience: They have an ability to see and present the story from the
readers’ perspective



Positive Scepticism: Being senior Journalists, they have a healthy scepticism to
spot the source of potential errors.



Knowledge: Chief Reporters and Bureau Chiefs are generally more knowledgeable
about the socio-political environment, the localities, business, culture and others.



Memory: Their ability to recall the past events puts the news in a new perspective
or adds more background to the story.



Leadership: Being head of the team, they set example for others to follow. They
possess excellent organisational and management skills.

Domain Expertise: They have sound understanding of news workflow and news asset
management.
3.4 POLITICAL CORRESPONDENTS
Political correspondents gather and analyze information to prepare political reports,
articles and interviews for print and online publications, as well as television and radio
broadcasts. They inform the public about political news at the local, state, national, and
international levels.
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Political correspondents often travel to gather information for their reports, and
correspondents who cover international politics may be out of the country for long
periods of time. Political correspondents working in all types of media are usually oncall when a major news story breaks.
Political correspondent positions typically require years of experience in the field and
strong knowledge of and enthusiasm for politics. Recent graduates may enter the
workforce as general assignment reporters at local media outlets to gain experience
writing daily stories as well as following issues as they develop. They can also practice
working in multiple formats and integrating text with photos and videos.
Entry-level journalists or reporters can build portfolios of political writing clips and
gain contacts in the political sphere. After 3-5 years, they may seek positions with
larger news organizations and specialize as political correspondents. Additionally,
keeping up-to-date with advances in page layout software and digital media can help
political correspondents stay competitive in the face of technological changes within
the field.
3.5 SPORTS CORRESPONDENTS
Sports correspondents usually work on behalf of sports topics and competition on
different games. Increased popularity in the sports among the rich and middle class
people lead to more coverage on sport topics. Sports journalism started from early
1800s and newspaper started dedicated sports section. There are many form of sports
journalism from normal play of games, development of games, new rules to games,
analysis of games, lifestyle of sports person. Presently technology has changed the
sports journalism in live telecast to cover every segments of the game. Sports
correspondent usually covers the whole match as well as pre and post-match schedules.
Presently sports are more glamorous and interesting among youth and children. Every
one seek to know about the lifestyle of sports personalities, their diet, family and past
life.
Sports correspondents keep on trying to develop personal relationship with sports
person and collect all the details of sportsperson, lifestyle, food habits, friends,
relationship, family, pets etc.
3.6 FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS
A foreign correspondent is a journalist who is a reporting news to media organization
from abroad. News may be from politics, war, sports, weather, human rights and
lifestyle of a foreign country. Foreign correspondent are the public eyes and ears for
the whole world, where the media organization expect reality as a witness of the events.
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Foreign correspondent is more challenging career for travelling, gathering news under
pressure. Foreign journalist need to know multiple media skills, ability to learn and
speak in local languages, understand the expression of victims. Foreign correspondent
are passionate about international issues and curiosity about global changes. He plays
a role of writer, editor, photographer, caption writer to cover the whole events.
3.7 STRINGER
Stringer is a person who work as a freelancer journalist, photographer and videographer
who collect information and contribute news to newspaper/news channels and news
organisation on basics of each piece of publication or news broadcast. They work as a
part-time journalist assigned by any news organisation.
Stringer is not a regular employee of any media organisation, they work voluntary on
particular topics and from different location when opportunities arises in time being.
Some of the stringers seek to work for their bylines in the newspaper and magazine.
Stringers keep relationship with different media organisation on the same time for
publication and broadcasting. When it is difficult for a media organisation to send staff
reporter to collect any breaking news stories, larger news organisation depend on local
stringer to give rapid coverage with all details and photographs. Stringers are heavily
used for television coverage to collect video footage and interviews.
3.8 PHOTO JOURNALIST
A news story tells about events as objectively as possible. It conveys only what the
writers and editors of the newspaper believe as the truth. In such a case, news story
should uphold the truth and credibility. All of this is same for news photography. A
photojournalist does the same thing a reporter does, only they use a camera instead of
a notebook.
Photo journalist usually collect, edit and present news photographs for publication and
broadcast. Earlier the photojournalist was collecting only still photograph but presently
the growth of broadcast journalism has brought more and more moveable pictures.
Photo journalism are distinguished in documentary photograph, street photography,
celebrity photography, event photography as a story telling in journalism form. In
every situation a photojournalist collect the images in fair and accurate way with more
creative and entertaining.
A photojournalist goes out and experience life for others, to capture an event on film,
and hopefully capture the emotion that was experienced, so the readers can see and feel
what it was like to be there.
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News photos must also capture the truth. It should be only about what has happened,
when it happened. It shouldn't recreate a situation. It shouldn't move things around on
the scene of an event to make the pictures look better.
Ideally, a reporter and a photographer work as a team to cover a story. Sometimes, a
photojournalist pursues a story on her/his own and uses a series of photographs to tell
a story. This is called a "photo essay" or "picture story." Some photo essays rely mostly
on the photographs to tell a story with the only words being from "captions" which
describe what is happening in the picture. Other photo essays may have stories with
them, most of the time written by reporters.
3.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Please describe important qualities of a Chief Reporter.
2. What are the role of political correspondents?
3. What is the role of photo journalist in newspaper and magazine?
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UNIT-4

WEEK-END PULL OUTS, BACKGROUNDERS
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS, COLUMNS,
COLUMNISTS, CARTOONISTS

Unit Structure
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Review vs Backgrounder
4.4 Writing Backgrounders
4.5 Book Review
4.6 Special Supplements
4.7 Columns and Columnist
4.8 Cartoonists
4.9 Check Your Progress

4.1

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Writing reviews and reporting for magazines require in-depth knowledge and
experience. After completing this chapter, you will be able to learn;

4.2



The difference between reviews and backgrounders.



How to write a backgrounder



How to review books



Special supplements



Columns and Columnists



Cartoonists
INTRODUCTION

All journalists do not always write about news, editorials and articles on politics,
business etc. They also provide readers authentic insights, in other words reviews of
new books, films, documentaries and performing arts. Depending on the area of your
interest, you can become a reviewer yourself. These days a new trends technology,
food, travel places have also started. These all provide a break from the monotony of
serious business that is news. Not only this, readers like to get some expert insight on
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a book they want to read or a film they want to watch.
Journalists also provide historic details of an issue to readers. These are called
backgrounders. Backgrounders are also used by Public Relations profession as a part
of the media kit to be given to journalists. Newspaper comes with supplements which
is more and more attractive for the readers. Columns play a vital role for the credibility
of the editorial desk.
Apart from these, journalists also write for magazines. These are different than
newspapers in many. Magazines aim to provide more insight on an issue than
newspapers. For the latter has to operate within time constraints. This is not the case
with magazines. However, with the influx of digital media, print magazines are facing
survival threats. In this chapter, we will learn about all of these in detail.

4.3

REVIEW VS BACKGROUNDERS

In simple words, a backgrounder is an informational document. It is often provided
with a press release, press advisory or as part of a larger media kit. The backgrounder
provides a more detailed background of an issue, event or person of interest or launch.
In contrast, a review is an article that presents a critical evaluation of a text,
performance, or production (for example, a book, movie, concert, or video game).
According to about.com, a review customarily includes the following elements:

4.4



identification of the genre or general nature of the subject being reviewed



a brief summary of the subject matter (such as the basic plot of a film or novel)



a discussion supported by evidence of the specific strengths and weakness of
the subject reviewed



a comparison of the subject with related works, including other works by the
same author, artist, or performer
WRITING BACKGROUNDERS

The backgrounder provides more information to the media or a reader. However, it
doesn't compromise on the readability.
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While writing a backgrounder, start with a short introduction to the given topic. Then,
include subtitles in accordance with the additional information that you want to
provide. At last, fill the subtitles with adequate information.
Try to use as many subheads and easy-to-reference graphics you can. For writing a
backgrounder, you may even have to interview your client or other members of the
organization. While mentioning outside information, make sure to use proper citations
or mention the sources.
4.5

BOOKS REVIEW

Book reviews evaluate recently published books. They offer a brief description of the
text's key points and often provide a short appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses
of the book. People often confuse book reviews with book reports, but both are not
identical. Book reports commonly describe what happens in the work, book reviews
provides an analytical insights about a work. Book reviews are often published in
magazines, newspapers, and academic journals.
Book reviews typically range from 500-750 words. They may be sometimes longer or
shorter.
Book reviews aim to give readers a sneak peek at what a book is like, whether or not
the reviewer enjoyed it, and details on purchasing the book.

Tips for writing a book review:

Read the book thoroughly. But before starting to read, consider the elements you will
need to include in your review. These are: information about the author, his/her past
works, awards, writing style etc; genre of the book - whether it is a fiction, nonfiction,
romance, poetry, youth fiction, etc.?; intended audience of the book; purpose of the
book; title of the book and how it is related to the content of the book; preface/
introduction and table contents; book cover.
While reading the book, take notes on key book's key points, characters, and/or themes.
While writing the review, you can start with a short summary or background of the
work, but do not give too much detail in the start itself. Most of the reviews limit the
readers to one or two chapters of the book or lead the reader to important plot or point
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of the book. The final part of the review should include your opinion of the work.
These are just general guidelines. Writing styles are constantly changing these days.
Hence, you should try to read published book reviews as much as you can.
4.6

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS

Special supplements are newspapers prepared for additional coverage of topic about
real estate, automobile, fashion, health, food jewellery, education with advertisements
which is mostly sponsored by the advertisers. Supplements are sometime sold
separately on their demand. Now a days supplements comes in each alternative days
with specific topics.

(Source: Creative Commons)
In the above pic you can see a special supplement about cake. In academic publishing,
some journals publish supplements about educational research, educational materials
are designed on the information on course and textbooks. Educational institutions also
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provide their advertisements to promote their institution, courses and admission
process.
Supplements are also more approachable at the time of puja, vacation, shopping season
which covers more and more advertisement. In this period the whole responsibility of
the newspaper was handled by advertisement department instead of editorial
department
4.7 COLUMNS AND COLUMNIST
Column is a regular piece of article in a newspaper, magazine or other publication
written by a writer. The writer express his own opinion in this column which is also
known as editorial. Column is written on the present situation of the society where
public interest is taken into consideration. It is completely different from the forms of
journalism writing, where different people opinion take place from the point of writers
thought. Colum are mostly some advice from the writers to the society. Mostly
newspaper carry’s the columns of eminent personality who plays a role of social
reformer in later period.
The person who contribute stories in series to the newspaper or magazine is known as
a columnists. There was a period when newspaper was sold for its columns written by
renowed columnists. In India columnists like Chetan Bhagat, M J Akbar, Kuldeep Nair,
tarak Mehta, Khuswant Singh, Rajdeep Sardesai, Swapan Dasgupta, Shobhaa De,
Gurucharan Das, Tavleen Singh are few popular columnist who have contribute several
number of articles in leading newspaper and magazines.

4.8 CARTOONISTS
In print media, a cartoon is a piece of picture drawn by an artist, typically realistic or
non-realistic which serve visual commentaries on political events and social issues.
Cartoons mostly prepared to criticize any personality or organisation fails in the time
being. Cartoon doesn’t relate direct comments to any person’s image or dignity.
Cartoons are mostly humorous and entertainment in nature. It is a powerful
communication tool in the form of non-verbal communication with impact in the
society.
Someone who create cartoons in the first sense is called a cartoonist. Cartoon gives a
comic representation to any issues in a critical stage. Newspaper always try to give one
cartoon in a specific place which carry a social message. Cartoon is creative from all
field of reporting.
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(Source: Creative Commons)
4.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Why book review is important for newspaper?
2. What is supplement newspaper?
3. Describe the role of cartoon in newspaper and magazines?
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